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One of only a handful of Scottish routes. Nice scenarios and train-model too.. Very good add on, excellent route. Class 170
needs updating in terms of sounds and detail. Lots of potential in this route, ECS runs, all stops, express and freight.. Brilliant
DLC even if it is one of the older routes. Lots of detail in the route with things such as the Falkirk stadium and BT Murrayfield
modelled. There is also a free extension available on the steam workshop which extends the route from Waverley to Carstairs.
The class 170 is beginning to show its age but is still a brilliant DMU, even if it is lacking in features compared to some of the
more recently modelled trains. 100% recommend this DLC.. Ok, so I bought this route on sale last week. I actually just wanted
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the Class 170 but decided to buy the package since the price is now the same (yeah yeah, sale will come, but still, more value for
money and stuff.) This route is actually pretty versatile, there is a lot of possiblitity for freight but also opportunities for
express/stopping trains on this route. You don't need hours fo finish the whole route but there is enough track to keep you
occupied. The quality is quite good eventhough I play only with a laptop with less then avarage specs. I'd recommend this route
over the standalone Class 170 package. Oh, to anwser the question for everyone who wants to know it; the Class 170 comes with
ALL liveries, not just the Scottish ones, also the others, including Class 171 Southern.. very nice route to drive on, looks good in
any quality, high or low settings also there are a vairity of routes you can travel on, great fun. The Train Simulator alternate to
Mary Poppins carpetbag. There are so many possibilities that this route gives you to not just driving trains, but to creating
scenarios. The routes are amazing to drive and the Scottish weather options bring this route to life. The Turbostar is good to
drive and it comes with other liveries too. Definitely recommended.. 100% i recomend you use this map i thought DTG is not
going to make but they did i hope they make more of these kind of routes.. Brilliant DLC even if it is one of the older routes.
Lots of detail in the route with things such as the Falkirk stadium and BT Murrayfield modelled. There is also a free extension
available on the steam workshop which extends the route from Waverley to Carstairs. The class 170 is beginning to show its age
but is still a brilliant DMU, even if it is lacking in features compared to some of the more recently modelled trains. 100%
recommend this DLC.
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